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W hen we go to a gym, there are endless machines, workout areas and 
specialist equipment for every conceivable exercise going. In a normal 
‘Joe public’ home we do not have enough space (let alone enough cash!) 
for this much stuff. But do we really need all this paraphernalia? 

 
As I have shown in other issues, you can find an exercise to target any area with no, 
or little equipment. However, there is no doubt that exercises can be enhanced with 
the use of the right gadget. But what is the right gadget? After years of working in 
gyms, I know that there are masses of instruments that never get used. The most  
useful (and most used) pieces of equipment are the ones that can be used for a  
multitude of exercises, muscle groups and training styles.   
 
Anything that can only target one area or has only one use is, in my view, an  
expensive waste of space. Every day there a new fads and gadgets advertised to 
“Help you lose pounds!” or “Can give you a six pack in six weeks!”. We’ve all watched 
them, probably bought some and then put them in the loft to gather dust. But which 
are fads and which really do work? The sad truth is – if it sounds too good to be true, it 
probably is. There’s no way round this people, if you want to get fit, you have to work 
for it. If you are going to invest in some home gym gear, you want it to be useful,  
effective and storable. So here it is, after more than 15 years of experience, my top six 
‘must haves’ for your home exercising kit. 
 
‘The Fit Ball’ (or Swiss Ball)  
If you only ever buy one piece of equipment – this should be it. The ball can be used 
for core conditioning, strength training, flexibility and relaxation. In my view, it should 
be a main-stay in everyone’s front room. Yes, really! Your fit ball shouldn’t be kept out 
of sight, can live in your front room and be used as an extra seat. The first exercise 
you should do on a fit ball is learn to sit on it! The very act of trying to stay still on a 
ball will start working your core without you even realising it.  
 
Heal lift: Sit on the ball with both feet firmly on the floor, with your back up and tall and 
        abs braced. When you feel balanced, start to alternately lift your          
    heels. Your job is to stay still. To advance this, alternately  
        lift each foot clear of the floor. If the ball begins to rock,  
                            you are not bracing your abs, so try again. 
 
                Fit ball sit ups: From your basic sit-up position, walk  
        your feet further away and roll until the ball is  
          supporting your lower back. Lie back over  
          the ball, hands on thighs. Your abs  
         will already be working hard to  
      keep you still, now slide your  
         hands closer to your  
            knees by rolling your  
                                           shoulders up and  
                                            forward. Return  
                                            to your original  
                                            position and  
                                             repeat. 
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  Resistance/Exercise bands 
    Very cheap, very storable and very, very useful! The  
    exercise band is a sadly overlooked gem which had its  
     heyday in the 90’s as a popular regular in group fitness  
   classes (Yes, some of you have even used them in my  
 classes), but the biggest selling point of these little diamonds 
    is their portability. Not only can they be used at home, but  
              are the one bit of equipment that should make it into  
                  your holiday suitcase. Resistance bands take an 
                    everyday activity or movement and turn it into  
                      strength training. You can purchase bands with 
                     varying resistance and the exercise possibilities 
                      are endless.  
 
 
                        Bicep curl: Hold the resistance band with an  
                        end in each hand and stand on the middle.  
                       The band should sit in the arch of your foot, 
                  and your heels and toes should touch down either 
                 side. Stand tall, abs braced with your hands by    
       your sides. Keep your elbows by your sides too 
       And perform a bicep curl, both hands lifting evenly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 Upper back: Sit on the floor with your legs straight 
                 out in front of you. Hold  
                 the band as before, with  
                 the middle of the band  
                 in the arch of your  
                  feet. Start with your arms  
                   out in front, back up tall,  
                    abs braced. Pull the band back  
                    towards you, driving your  
                    elbows behind,  
                   squeezing your  
                  shoulder blades  
                  together. 
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Hula Hoop 
Really? Truthfully! The very same 80’s classic plaything.  
You were nobody if you couldn’t hula back then. I don’t  
think you really need me to tell you what to do with a  
hula hoop, but what I will tell you  about is the new  
generation of Hula out there. I have recently  
rediscovered this again myself and love it. Hula  
hooping is fantastic cardio (providing you can hula  
for long enough) and just plain good fun (especially  
             for those watching anyone who  
       can’t!)  It is also perfect for core        
                                conditioning and thanks to  
                  the new generation hoops,  
                 you don’t even have to be able to  
               hula to use it for a workout.  
 
                 So what’s so special about  
                       the new generation of  
                  hoops? Simply this;  
                   they are weighted and  
               they can be dismantled for storage.  
  
     Hula hooping: Of course! Stand with your feet  
               shoulder width apart, hoop in your lower back. Give the hoop a 
               push and then keep the momentum going with a forward back 
                  motion, or side to side motion of the hips. If you have a new  
                       weighted hoop, the faster you move, the harder it becomes. 
 
Steering Wheel: Hold your hoop straight out in front of you, hands at either side of the 
hoop. Keep your hands firmly in the same position and move the hoop like a steering 
wheel.            Effective workout for the arms with any hoop – better with a weighted 
one. 
 
 
 
 
               Barbell and weights 
        This is a no brainer – you know what weights are used for.  
              However, there        are a lot of these on the market and can get 
                                quite expensive, so choose 
                                wisely. A long bar with 
                                   removable weights is  
                                 the most versatility. With a  
                      long bar, you can be sure you  
                              will work your body evenly, then 
                         the weights themselves can be used 
                        individually too. There are so many 
                           exercises to do with your weights that 
I                               could take a few issues to give you just 
                        a few per muscles group… watch this 
                        space! 
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Step 
A classic which, although reaching its peak in the 90s, will never really go away. And 
for a good reason too – very, very versatile, especially due again to the new styles. 
Fantastic for cardio, for strength, conditioning and for use as a platforms for other 
equipment, such as the weights. An actual step can get a little pricey though, so lets 
justify it’s existence!  
 
         Continuous stepping: Obviously your best cardio workout would be 20 
                 minutes or more of continuous stepping. But unless you are a  
          hardcore stepper, with routines memorised from  
              classes (or a good imagination) this may be a little  
               difficult. However, just basic stepping up and down  
              (fast and slow) will do the job. An alternative  
                 however, is your TV. You’ll find some step routines on  
           the fitness channels on Sky – or failing that, just put  
           on your favourite music and go for it! 
 
           Lunges: The exercise of the devil! But with your  
                  step, it goes to a whole new level. Set up in your  
              basic lunge position (one foot on top of step - whole  
                   foot on, no heels hanging off) step the  
                   other foot back as far as  
                    you can go, resting on the 
              ball of your foot, heel  
lifted. Keep the weight over your front foot and  
bend your back knee. Lunge down, then press  
firmly through your front heel to return; repeat 10 to 12 reps, two to three sets per leg. 
 
Home items 
Finally, something we all have already... no extra money required... no storage space 
needed! Sound too good? Well, you already have some great workout equipment just 
sitting in your homes. Firstly, your stairs. They are a cardio workout just waiting to 
happen. How many times do you walk up and down stairs every day? Just make a  
effort to run up every time, or use it as your cardio in between exercises. Five jogs up 
and down the stairs would add the necessary cardio in between sit up or press up 
sets. What about your chairs? They are good for tricep dips. Bags of flour or tins in 
your kitchen cupboards? These make brilliant homemade weights - you even know  
exactly how much they weigh! Your kids? Well, enough said. 
 
So there it is, unless you want to pay out lots of money (and you live in a  
mansion) you don’t really need any more. Having only touched on a couple  
of exercises for each item, I will go into more detail in upcoming issues. 

  Tabby Fit classes in the gym in Catterick Barracks are   
  €2 a session and take place on Mondays, Wednesdays  
  and Fridays at 10.00 hrs and Tuesdays at 19.00 hrs. For  
  more information contact Tabby on 01520 610 3487 or go  
  to the brand new website: www.tabbyfit.co.uk 


